This paper studies and characterizes electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) actuations on coplanar electrodes with an electrode-free cover plate or no cover plate. By arranging driving and reference electrodes on one plate, such an EWOD configuration can accommodate more sensing mechanisms from above and thus allows increased flexibility for system development. Various coplanar electrodes are tested for contact angle changes by EWOD with a focus on the effect of the percentage gap between electrodes and are found to be in good agreement with a simple analytical model. The droplet-moving devices demonstrate the successful moving, cutting and merging of droplets (∼0.1 µl) in a parallel-plate configuration, i.e., between the driving plate with coplanar electrodes and the passive plate with no electrode. EWOD actuation in single plate configuration, i.e. no cover plate, is also demonstrated, adding additional flexibility for the system design.
Introduction
Microfluidic technology plays a critical role in lab-on-a-chip systems, or micro-total analysis systems (µ-TAS) [1, 2] , by delivering chemical or biological samples and reagents to processing components for data collections or on-chip sample preparations. Currently, the majority of lab-ona-chip systems rely on a continuous microfluidics flowing liquid through fixed passages (e.g., microchannels) by an electrokinetic driving or by a pressure source on or off chip. A new approach in microfluidics, at times called 'digital microfluidics', uses discrete volumes of fluids rather than channel-based continuous flows. Although first demonstrated by discrete vapor bubbles in a liquid-filled microchannel [3] , the complementary state of liquid droplets in a gas environment is far more common today for digital microfluidics, as the demands for microfluidics have been dominated by biomedical and chemical applications. The droplet can be moved by various actuation methods, including thermal [4] , surface 1 Currently with Core Microsolutions, Inc. LA, CA USA.
wave [5] , electrostatic [6] , dielectrophoretic [7] and, most commonly, electrowetting [8, 9] . A common feature of the droplet-driving schemes is that the actuations are local. Since no pressure is needed, digital microfluidic systems can be built without microchannels, pressure sources (e.g., micropumps) or regulatory elements (e.g., microvalves). This greatly simplifies the device and system both in design and fabrication. The simplicity further presents additional unique opportunities such as the reduction of dead volumes and the possibility of portable systems.
For electrowetting actuation, the configuration of electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD), as opposed to the historically known electrowetting on a metal, has become the choice for aqueous liquids for its reversible operations [8] . Demonstrated to manipulate aqueous droplets in air [8, 10] and oil [9] , EWOD-based microfluidics development has reported many physical functions: creating, dividing and merging droplets [10] ; mixing different droplets [11, 12] ; separating and concentrating particles in a droplet [13] ; and droplet printing [14] -all with little additional complications to the device. With the ability to create EWOD chips capable of manipulating multiple droplets on a two-dimensional grid array [15] and to build an entire system on a printed circuit board [16] , a complete hand-held lab-on-a-chip system seems within the horizon.
A popular configuration of EWOD chip today uses two parallel plates: a top plate with a fixed blanket referencing electrode and a bottom plate with patterned addressable driving electrodes (figure 1). Both electrodes are covered with an insulating layer (e.g., SiO 2 and Parylene R ), which is, in turn, coated with a hydrophobic layer (e.g., Teflon R and Cytop R ). A liquid droplet is squeezed in between the two plates, forming the initial droplet shape drawn in dotted lines in figure 1. Once electrical potential is applied between the top reference electrode and the bottom driving electrode at the droplet edge, the contact angles change accordingly, generating a pressure gradient inside the droplet and driving it [8, 9] . The top reference electrode is essential for stable actuation since it provides the ground for the potential drops across insulating layers.
Although the two-plate configuration provides many advantages (e.g., reliable droplet volume control, gravity insensitivity), one drawback is the difficulty in integrating additional functions on the chip (e.g., sensing devices) without impacting electrode area/arrangement or interfering with EWOD actuation. While optical sensing or actuation is compatible because it can be added off chip by using transparent plates (e.g., glass coated with indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes), other mechanisms face steeper challenges in integration onto the EWOD chip. It would be most desirable if the top plate has no role in EWOD actuation, so that other functions can be built on or operate through the plate. To obtain the above goal, in this paper, we develop and characterize a EWOD plate containing both the driving and reference electrodes coplanar. Although coplanar placement of both electrodes on one plate has been known, as mentioned for a two-plate configuration [9] or demonstrated for one-plate (i.e., no cover plate) [17] , the idea has not been studied or tested in any detail.
By putting all the electrodes necessary for EWOD actuation on one plate, the other plate can independently accommodate other various mechanisms, such as electrochemical, mechanical and optical sensing. Or the EWOD device can be designed without a cover plate for some applications. Furthermore, we expect the coplanar electrode design will help building stacked EWOD chips, which we envision for future EWOD devices with increased capacities. With these future directions in mind, we verify the coplanar electrodes, analyze the EWOD mechanism on them, characterize the performance for various electrode designs and demonstrate common droplet operations, expanding from our preliminary result [18] .
EWOD actuation without the top reference electrode

Contact angle change on coplanar electrodes
Electrowetting enables the control of surface wettability by changing the surface free energy through applied potentials. Figure 2 illustrates the case of a sessile drop for EWOD, where electric potential is applied between the liquid and the electrodes embedded underneath a dielectric layer. When a voltage is applied, the contact angle of the liquid is decreased (figure 2(b)) from its initial contact angle (figure 2(a)). The relation between applied voltages and contact angle changes can be formulated by combining Lippmann's equation and Young's equation:
where θ V and θ 0 are corresponding contact angles at applied voltage V and 0 V, respectively, ε r and ε 0 are the dielectric constant of the insulating layer and the permittivity of vacuum, respectively, γ LG is liquid-gas interfacial energy and t is the thickness of the dielectric layer [19] . If a voltage is applied between two electrodes placed coplanar on the surface (figure 3(b)), equation (1) be modified to account for the gap areas of insulating material between the adjacent electrodes (figure 3(a)). By assuming that the area of each sub-electrode (e.g. ground or signal electrode) covered by the droplet is much smaller than the total area covered by the droplet and thus averaging the changes in interfacial energy above the electrodes and the gap area, the dependence of the solid-liquid interfacial tension γ SL at applied voltage V is modified from the original Lippmann's equation as
where γ SL (0) is the interfacial tension with no voltage applied, A d , A r and A g are the areas over the driving electrodes, the reference electrodes and the gap areas between the electrodes, respectively, A t is the total combined area, and V d , V r and V g are voltages across the dielectric layer above each respective area. The values of V d and V r are inversely proportional to their relative ratio of the area. In equation (2), V g = 0 V because no electrode is embedded underneath the gap area. Combining equation (2) with Young's equation, we obtain the relation between the applied voltage and the contact angle change for the coplanar electrode design 2 :
As seen in equation (3), the contact angle changes are related to the area ratio among driving electrodes, reference electrodes and the gaps between them. To maximize the angle changes, the modifying geometric factor in the large bracket in the equation needs to be optimized; for a given voltage, the maximum angle changes are obtained when A d and A r are equal and A g is minimized. This maximum value is 25% of the figure 2 case and about 50% of what the two-plate configuration of figure 1 would allow. 2 A similar expression was reported by Kwon and Lee [20] .
Driving a droplet on coplanar electrodes in a parallel-plate configuration with a passive top plate
Similar to the modification made to equation (1) to reach equation (3) for the sessile drop cases of figures 2 and 3, the equation describing the EWOD driving pressure on the coplanar electrodes under the parallel-plate configuration of figure 1 needs to be modified accordingly. In the coplanar electrode configuration, one driving unit is composed of multiple coplanar sub-electrodes, as shown in figure 4(a). By applying potentials among the sub-electrodes within a driving unit, the contact angle change occurs only at the bottom right solid-liquid interface (as shown in figure 4(b) ), unlike a typical top-bottom electrode configuration of figure 1(b) , where the top two end interfaces and right bottom interface have contact angle changes. The driving pressure in the droplet on the co-planar electrodes under the parallel-plate configuration can finally be related to the contact angle changes through the Laplace equation as
where P is the internal pressure difference and d is the height of the channel defined by the gap between the two plates.
Driving a droplet on coplanar electrodes in an open-plate configuration with no cover plate
Driving of a sessile droplet on coplanar electrodes in an open-plate configuration (i.e., no cover plate) is schematically illustrated in figure 4 (c). The maximum driving force is achieved through the same optimizing scheme for the electrode design described above, since the internal pressure gradient is directly proportional to the contact angle changes. However, the droplet changes its shape into complex geometries with varying internal pressure distribution, and a simplified expression for the net driving pressure cannot easily be found, calling for a numerical simulation to obtain a solution. 
Experimental design and fabrications
To demonstrate and characterize EWOD on single-side coplanar electrodes, we designed two main experiments: contact angle measurement and droplet actuation. For the contact angle measurement tests, a sessile drop of deionized (DI) water was placed on a radial pattern of electrodes coated with dielectrics, as shown in figure 3 . The radial pattern keeps the contact angles along the edge of a droplet symmetric while voltages are applied. Keeping the areas of the two electrodes equal, the gap areas between them were varied. Chips with 2%, 10%, 20%, 40% and 60% gap areas were designed to find the effect of varying ratios, the 2% gap mimicking the limiting case of no gap within the measurement error. For the droplet actuation tests, three different types of chips were designed, each with a set of two, four or six individually addressable sub-electrodes comprising a driving unit (or pad), as shown in figure 4 (a) for a set of four. For each design, the gap areas were minimized within our fabrication limitation (typically ∼4 µm line gap) to maximize the EWOD driving force. Each actuation pad is 1.4 mm by 1.4 mm in size, and the sizes of sub-electrodes are adjusted to fit in the pad size. Both the contact angle measurement chips and the droplet movement chips were designed and fabricated to have identical layers. The chips were micromachined with 4 inch Borofloat R glass wafers. For the metal layer, ∼50Å chromium and ∼1000Å gold were evaporated successively and patterned to define the electrodes and the gaps between the electrodes. For the insulating layer, ∼3000Å silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) was deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, followed by spin-coating of ∼2000Å Cytop R to form the top hydrophobic layer. For the passive top plate in figure 4(b), no conductive layer was deposited and only Cytop R (∼2000Å) was spin-coated as a hydrophobic layer.
Experiment and result
Contact angle measurement
The contact angles of a small sessile drop (∼5 µl) of DI water under EWOD actuation by coplanar electrodes were measured optically using a First Ten Angstroms (FTA R 4000A) system. Unlike the tests in Moon et al [21] , no platinum referencing wire was inserted into the droplet because the reference electrodes are included in the coplanar electrodes on the chip. Only direct current (dc) voltages were used in the tests for accurate measurements, since alternating current (ac) voltages would change the menisci continuously and obstruct clear pictures. The pictures and data obtained from the experiments are shown in figures 5 and 6. Parabolic decreases in contact angles by the increase in applied voltages were observed, as expected from equation (3) . The resulting contact angles of each type of the chips are in relatively good agreement with the equation. The highest and lowest changes in the contact angle were observed with 2% and 60% gap areas, respectively, as predicted, and the results quantified the influence of the gap area on the EWOD actuation. For 120 V dc applied, the contact angles of water on 2% chips dropped from ∼108
• to ∼68
• , while those on 60% chips dropped from ∼108
• to only ∼92
• . The results show that it is important to minimize the gap area to design effective coplanar EWOD devices.
During the contact angle measurement tests, we have not observed the contact angle saturation phenomenon, previously reported through several papers [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The resulting contact angles (∼68
• for 2% gap) at ∼120 V dc were below the saturation values reported by Moon et al (∼75
• with ∼1000Å) [21] , which used similar dielectric layers. Several physical mechanisms for the saturation phenomenon, including a zero solid/liquid surface energy limit [22] , a charge trapping [23] , a material deficiency [24] and ionization of air [25] , were proposed. However, the models proposed are mostly inconclusive or specific to the systems studied, and the (3)) are plotted with solid lines while actual data are plotted with geometric dots with error bars (±σ ). The data from chips with 10% gap area were also consistent but not plotted in this graph for the readability of data.
phenomenon is yet to be clearly understood. Rather than trying to fit our result to a saturation model, we apply our results to the confirmed dependence on a dielectric layer thickness [21] and suspect the lower contact angles could have been from the thicker dielectric layers (∼3000Å). The applied voltages simply might not have been high enough to cause saturations in our contact angle measurement tests. Higher voltages to reach the possible saturation could not be applied to the chips due to the electrolysis starting around ∼125 V. Further investigations including the contact angle measurement with various dielectric thicknesses would be needed to clarify the deviation.
Moving droplets by EWOD
Coplanar electrode devices with three different numbers (2, 4 and 6) of sub-electrodes were tested for droplet manipulations with a setup consisting of (1) an intermediate testing stage, which provides the electric connections for programmed electrical signals from a custom-made EWOD control circuit board [26] and (2) an optical microscope for visualization. Only ac signals were used for the droplet movement tests to reduce electrolysis on the chip surfaces and for more reliable actuations under varying experiment conditions. Although only ac signals were used, the equations derived previously are still valid for estimating the transportation by EWOD. Using V rms , contact angle changes can be estimated since equivalent values of V dc brings the same energy to the system. It was also observed that about the same V rms are required for EWOD actuations compared to the actuations by V dc . All the values of ac voltages are reported in rms in this paper. The frequency of the signal was fixed at 1 kHz for all the tests for EWOD actuations of droplets with and without cover plates. (a) with top cover plate (i.e., droplet squeezed to a disk shape); and (b) with no cover plate (i.e., droplet formed to a spherical shape). The tests were done with and without a top cover plate, as schematically illustrated in figure 7 . Note that the bottom glass plate, containing both driving and reference electrodes covered with insulating layers, provides all the EWOD actuations. In the parallel-plate configuration of figure 7(a), the top glass plate, containing no electrodes and only hydrophobically coated, has only a passive role of squeezing DI water droplets (∼0.1 µl) into a disk shape. The channel height (∼100 µm) is controlled by spacers between the plates.
Operations were demonstrated as summarized in figure 8. All devices with three different numbers of sub-electrodes (two and six sub-electrodes shown in the figure) were able to move the droplets with minimum applied voltages of ∼60 V ac . With ∼65 V ac , droplet movements were found more reliable over the entire driving pads without a failure. Keeping the ratios of the gap areas to the electrode areas in all three cases of sub-electrodes to minimal (i.e. from ∼0.2% for two-sub-electrode pads to ∼1.4% for six-sub-electrode pads), we found no effect of the number of sub-electrodes per pad on EWOD operations; all three types performed without detectable differences and moving at ∼4.5 mm s −1 under given voltages (∼65 V ac ). In addition to droplet transportation, splitting and merging of the droplets were also tested (figure 8(c)), as described in Cho et al [10] . Although the same voltages as transportation tests (∼65 V ac ) worked for most cases, the split/merge operations in the figure were obtained by applying higher voltages (75-80 V ac ) for reliable repeated operations.
Lastly, devices with interdigitated fingers [8, 9] between two adjacent actuation pads were also tested to see the effect of the fingers on actuations. However, we have not observed any difference between normal electrode patterns (i.e. straight edges) and interdigitated patterns.
Operations on an open-plate configuration (i.e. no cover plate) were confirmed, as shown in figure 9 . The spherical droplet (DI water) on an electrode unit in this configuration is ∼2 µl, much larger than that in the parallel-plate configuration (∼0.1 µl). All devices with three different numbers of subelectrodes (two and six sub-electrodes shown in the figures) were able to move the droplets at ∼10 mm s −1 with ∼65 V ac . Droplets move faster in the open-plate configuration because the resistance by the top plate does not exist and the droplets can roll. In the open-plate configuration, a droplet cannot be split in the same fashion. A droplet needs to be squeezed enough between two plates to be cut actively by EWOD actuation [10] , which is not possible with one plate. Instead, a passive method may be used on the open surface. A column of liquid should first be formed on the surface, and the column is then cut into multiple droplets by hydrodynamic instability. Typically employed in the dielectrophoretic (DEP) droplet microfluidics [7] , this passive cutting method is limited to liquid columns and cannot be applied to droplets. Conversely, a liquid cannot be cut passively by this instability in the parallel-plate configuration even from a columnar shape.
For an open-plate configuration, the evaporation of liquid could be a concern for future device developments. While evaporation is minimized in a closed-plate configuration that exposes only the droplet sides to air [8] , it is much faster for a sessile drop in an open-plate configuration. The evaporation can be minimized by operating the droplets in an oil environment [9] or in a humid environment. The humidity can be provided by sealing the plate [16] or placing the device in a chamber with a humidity control. In a sealed device, it was observed that a ∼1.2 µl droplet loses ∼15% of its volume after 8 days.
Without the need for accurate spacing between the top and bottom plates, the droplet volumes are determined only by the electrode sizes, which are defined by photolithography, allowing smaller droplets, if necessary. Be reminded, however, that the volume of sessile droplets varies much more than that of disk-shape droplets in the parallel-plates. We envision that a microfluidic system incorporating both open-plate and parallel-plate configurations can enhance the detection and liquid handling by allowing much greater flexibility in system design and moving various volumes of liquid with the same electrode designs.
Conclusions
We have characterized the EWOD actuation on coplanar electrodes through the measurement of contact angle changes and demonstrated the operations with devices.
The contact angle changes with corresponding electrode designs were obtained through an optical measurement system and compared with an analytical model. The basic digital fluidic operations (e.g. moving, splitting and merging) have been demonstrated in a parallel-plate configuration, where one plate has no electrodes. The driving of droplets in the open-plate configuration with no cover plate has also been demonstrated. The results verify that the EWOD devices can be made with all the electrodes on one plate, opening the door for lab-on-a-chip systems incorporating various sensing schemes.
